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B ody S can

BODY SCAN 
A younger version of myself has stood and scrutinized a pale and underdeveloped body in the scathing candor of a
mirror. Has pressed hungry fingers into the delicate skin of my face. Searched each nook and cranny of a body for
signs that it was undeserving of compassion. 

~

1. In the mirrored doors of my childhood closet, I could hide my body under a polyester princess dress, admiring
how womanly I looked. A woman, like my mother, whom at that time I ached so desperately to be. Blonde, blue-
eyed, I was nearly the spitting image. It wasn’t until I was much older that I discovered that the golden sheen of her
hair was nothing but stylists bleach. That was not the only place where the resemblance was weak. She had the body
of a woman, whereas I could peek right down the neckline of my dress and have a straight shot to my cotton
TUESDAY underwear. 

2. I run a hand over the velvet flesh of my torso while my mirror bears witness. Under my fingertips, goosebumps
raise and turn my skin craterous like the moon. I wander over the small rise behind which I know my reproductive
organs are nestled. I push back, try to flatten them away. It has no effect. I remember reading once that a woman
can never have a truly flat stomach, because her uterus pushes against the outer wall of her abdomen. I remember
wondering why we’re taught to want one, then. 

3. The first time my mirror noticed the small lump in the contour of my nose was in fifth grade, when a girl compared
the central point of my face to Mount Everest. I could see that my nose was nothing at all like hers. And though no
one’s nose was like hers, or anyone else’s for that matter, I knew that mine must somehow be comparably worse.
Hers was elegant, small, a long slender swoop down her face. I began to examine my profile in the mirror, would run
my pointer finger down the center of my face, trace the uneven bridge of my nose, pinch the sides in tight, push up
the tip. The idea of imperfection hardened in my mind, grew into my skull and stayed there, permanent. 

4. My mirror takes comfort in symmetry. I too crave it as a marker of quality craftsmanship, beauty, especially when
it comes to the self, the body. I press my hands on either side of the valley of my ribcage. I try to shift the left side
further into the cavern of my abdomen, try to make it match the right. I wonder if it is visible to an outsider. In the
mirror I catch glimpses of my hips, askew, one leg slightly longer than the other. Ridiculous, small, flaws, by no
means an Achilles’ heel. An insecurity at which no one blinks twice.

5. My mirror does not remember the first time I was called beautiful. It must have been a tender moment when I was
nothing more than a shiny pink lump of body. It would have been an easy kind of beautiful. The new kind, the glassy
kind in the magazines, is harsher. I have wasted so much of my short life in a mirror. When I do I walk my fingers
across my face, pausing their movement delicately at each mark I find, resisting the urge to not-so-delicately pick at
the spots. I trace constellations between those pimples and “beauty” marks and scars. I work my way up the
cheekbones and then back down to my chin. I slide my thumbs over the line of my jaw, then down the ridge of my
esophagus. My hands are small but under them my throat feels even smaller, soft, vulnerable. 

6. In the mirror, I consider my legs. I marvel at their ability to carry me through every day. I see beauty there, in
that. Yet, days when I feel the soft prickle of young hair emerging from my skin, I take to it with a razor. Yet, I mold



myself into someone else’s ideal. Even in the months when it is so cold that words seem to freeze the second they
leave your lips. Even when no one will see these parts of me until June returns, I make alterations. I perform the act
as though it is a show, as if someone unbeknownst to me is watching, and will judge me if I leave the soft brown fuzz
be.

7. I pout in the mirror. Then smile. Smirk. Twist and turn my lips into all the shapes I am capable of making. I
squeeze them between my teeth, watch the blood rush in. They pinken, and then I coat them with a thick, pinker,
gloss. I like the sheen, but it is not purely for aesthetic value. It draws attention when I perform the newest step in
my lip routine: opening them. I spent too many years complicit with the doctrine of muted and lovely. Far too many
for anyone’s good. I have learned, now, how to use my mouth for something other than silence. 

~

I explore my body, this vessel, and I find it to be so fragile. Yet, I find it is also a reserve of incredible strength. I
contradict, confirm, contradict again. I know everything to be true and a lie. The ownership of my body is in
question. I learn to be a gracious guest in this temporary home.


